
SW Storage yards tour
A great time to visit this area, with storage yards being packed out at the moment

Today gives us time to look around the Tucson area, including PIMA, AMARG and other nearby

SAT 22 We fly from the UK to DALLAS, with time in transit before our onward flight to TUCSON, arriving in
the evening. We collect our vans and have a quick look around the airport, before arrival at our airport hotel

airports. We will also have the option of a flight over DAVIS MONTHAN

WED 26

MON 24 We depart via Marana and drive to PHOENIX. We can also visit MESA and GATEWAY airports.

After breakfast and a quick look in at PHOENIX, we head to KINGMAN, where we have a ramp tour 
arranged. Then we continue to BOULDER and finally LAS VEGAS. We have time at the viewing area and a
nearby hotel for 2 nights.

THU 27 We have a day in LAS VEGAS including LV NORTH airport and HENDERSON.  

FRI 28 Today we drive west, with possible stops at SAN BERNADINO, MARCH AFB and CHINO. Our final
stop and overnight hotel, for the next 3 nights, is at .

SAT 29 We have a full day in LAX area and can today visit airports in the north, including VICTORVILLE,
ONTARIO, VAN NUYS, BURBANK or others in the area, including time at LAX itself.

SUN 30 Another day to spend on Imperial hill, or visit the other area airports, including LONG BEACH and

MON 1 Last day in LAX area, with evening return flights back to the UK, arriving next morning.
 .

APR 22‐1 MAY

30 seats MAX - Local Departures available

SUN 23

We have the evening at PHX and a nearby hotel for the next 2 nights.

TTTUE 25 Today we spend around Phoenix area and can spend time at PHX, FALCON FIELD, GOODYEAR
SCOTTSDALE or GLENDALE. . 

Tour Cost: £1599EST Deposit: £499 Single room: £459
Cost includes: Flights & all taxes,  hotel (most with breakfast) Ground transportation

LAX

ORANGE COUNTY. Other local airports can also be visited.

9 nights

There is an option to extend this tour to combine with the
FREIGHT HUBS & KENTUCKY DERBY TOUR for £990. Ask for details. .


